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Why Sequential Copying?

Experiments

Abstractive summarization as an example:

Task 1: Question Generation give a sentence and its desired answer
Dataset: Question Generation dataset based on SQuAD.
Evaluation Metric: BLEU-4

Sequential Copying happens when doing
abstractive summarization:
• Copying a span from input sentence

An example of sequential copying in
abstractive sentence summarization task.

Percentage of generated and copied
words in sentence summarization
training data.

Task 2: Abstractive Sentence Summarization
Dataset: English Gigaword: Rush, Chopra, and Weston (2015)*, Zhou et al. (2017b)
and our internal test sets
Evaluation Metric: ROUGE F1

Sequential Copying is ESSENTIAL for such tasks and datasets

Sequential Copying Networks (SeqCopyNet)
Problem: “Single word copying” paradigm may introduce errors due
to separate copying decisions when copying multi-words
Solution: We copy them once and for all
* Test sets of Rush, Chopra, and Weston (2015) and Zhou et al. (2017b) are similar, so we only show results on Zhou et al. (2017b) in this poster.

• SeqCopyNet outperforms “single word copy” baseline (NMT + UNK_PS)
• Rare words have already been replaced by <unk> in test sets of Rush, Chopra,
and Weston (2015) and Zhou et al. (2017b) , therefore both “single word copy”
and SeqCopyNet performs comparably to the s2s_att baseline.
• We construct a new test set, in which the sentence-summary pairs are remained
untouched (released on https://res.qyzhou.me/ )

Example Output
SeqCopyNet can
copy long spans
from input sentence
Sequential Copying Module:
• Copy Switch Gate
• Span Pointer Network
• Copy State Transducer

𝑦𝑡−1
Decoder memory: 𝑚𝑡 = 𝑠𝑡
𝑐𝑡
Copy Switch Network:
𝒢 𝑥 = 𝜎(𝑊2 tanh 𝑊1 𝑥 + 𝑏1

Copy Mode: 𝑝𝑐 = 𝒢 𝑚𝑡

Copy a span from input

Generate Mode : 𝑝𝑔 = 1 − 𝑝𝑐
Two-step Span Copying:

SeqCopyNet is
good at detecting
boundaries:
• named entities
• noun phrases

+ 𝑏2 )

After copying a
long span, the
decoder can still
generate well

Generate next word from target vocabulary
Copy State Transduction

Conclusion

• SeqCopyNet enables multi-word span copying, and can be integrated with
seq2seq framework
• SeqCopyNet is good at detecting boundaries, such as named entity
• We release a new abstractive sentence summarization test set
• Future work: apply SeqCopyNet to other tasks such as dialogue generation

